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Abstract
Wi-Fi devices routinely queue frames at various layers of
the network stack before transmitting, for instance, when the
receiver is in sleep mode. In this work, we investigate how
Wi-Fi access points manage the security context of queued
frames. By exploiting power-save features, we show how to
trick access points into leaking frames in plaintext, or en-
crypted using the group or an all-zero key. We demonstrate
resulting attacks against several open-source network stacks.
We attribute our findings to the lack of explicit guidance in
managing security contexts of buffered frames in the 802.11
standards. The unprotected nature of the power-save bit in a
frame’s header, which our work reveals to be a fundamental
design flaw, also allows an adversary to force queue frames
intended for a specific client resulting in its disconnection and
trivially executing a denial-of-service attack.

Furthermore, we demonstrate how an attacker can override
and control the security context of frames that are yet to be
queued. This exploits a design flaw in hotspot-like networks
and allows the attacker to force an access point to encrypt yet
to be queued frames using an adversary-chosen key, thereby
bypassing Wi-Fi encryption entirely.

Our attacks have a widespread impact as they affect various
devices and operating systems (Linux, FreeBSD, iOS, and
Android) and because they can be used to hijack TCP connec-
tions or intercept client and web traffic. Overall, we highlight
the need for transparency in handling security context across
the network stack layers and the challenges in doing so.

1 Introduction

In many scenarios, Wi-Fi devices will opt to buffer or queue
packets that arrive from the upper layers before they are trans-
mitted. One of the most common use cases is to conserve
power on devices such as mobile phones and laptops. The first
release of the 802.11 standard already contained power-save
mechanisms that allow clients to enter a doze or sleep power
state to consume low power. When a client enters a sleep state,

the Access Point (AP) buffers eligible frames destined for the
client. The buffered frames are later transmitted to the client
following a specific protocol. Frames might also be queued by
the hardware when the sender is waiting for available medium
access or while waiting for an acknowledgment of a transmit-
ted frame that may require retransmission. Frames are also
buffered at the receiver. For example, frame fragmentation
allows large frames to be broken up into smaller fragments
and transmitted. At the receiver, frames are buffered until all
fragments are received for reassembly.

Although queues by themselves are standard data struc-
tures, managing the security context of the 802.11 frames
queued in Wi-Fi devices is non-trivial. We use the term secu-
rity context as a synonym of what is called a security associa-
tion in the 802.11 standard [23, §12.6.1.1]. A security context
contains all information needed to securely communicate with
a peer, such as the negotiated session keys, the encryption
protocol used, the current packet counters, etc. The security
context is used both for sending and receiving frames. Most
recently, researchers pointed out design flaws in how receivers
processed fragmented frames without any regard for the rele-
vant security context [44]. Specifically, receivers reassembled
fragments that were decrypted using different keys. Since a
decryption key is part of the security context when processing
a fragment, the underlying problem was that receivers were
mixing fragments of different security contexts.

So far, no work has rigorously analyzed how a station man-
ages the security context of queued frames at the transmitter.
The Kr00k attacks showed some devices can be tricked into
sending frames queued in the hardware chip using an all-zero
encryption key [34]. However, they did not systematically
study the security impact related to uninitialized or mishan-
dled security contexts, e.g., in different queues in the network
stack. Our study reveals that the problem is more fundamen-
tal. An adversary can actually force the queueing of frames,
which we show gives an adversary better control over the at-
tack timing, meaning more frames will be buffered and leaked.
Overall, in this work we investigate the (mis)management of
the security context when transmitting queued or buffered



Wi-Fi packets over all queues in the network stack, and argue
that the root cause of the discovered flaws is a vague standard.

Specifically, we make the following contributions. First, we
observe the standard lacks explicit guidelines on how security
contexts of buffered frames should be managed. There is no
guidance on handling changing security contexts, e.g., when
a device disconnects or reconnects to the network. Motivated
by this, we investigate open-source network stack implemen-
tations in FreeBSD, Linux, and hardware dongles with open-
source firmware and find most stacks do not securely manage
their transmit queues. We discover vulnerabilities that allow
an adversary to exploit the power-save functionality and place
frames into the transmit queue of the AP. Once in the transmit
queue, we manipulate their security context, which we refer
to as framing the frame, and force the AP to transmit all the
frames in the queue thereby revealing its contents. Our attacks
show that several APs can be tricked to transmit frames in
plaintext or encrypted using the group key or an all-zero key.

Second, we show how an adversary can abuse the power-
save mechanism to cause clients to disconnect and more
broadly execute denial-of-service attacks. Particularly, we
exploit the unprotected power-save bit in the frame header
to falsely inform a client’s power state and trigger the AP’s
power-saving mechanisms for that client, i.e., queue frames
intended for the client resulting in disconnection of the client.
Our attack highlights the need to authenticate the power-save
bit in the header of frames and the challenges in doing so, e.g.,
affecting backward compatibility. We demonstrate our attack
against Linux and popular iOS and Android smartphones. Ad-
ditionally, we demonstrate an attacker can force queueing of
data frames leading to a trivial denial-of-service attack that is
effective against any network configuration including WPA3.

Third, we investigate whether an adversary can influence
or control the security context of frames that the AP has not
yet received. Particularly, we explore whether an attacker can
abuse the fact that the security context of a frame is based
on the sender/destination address. We answer this question
positively by demonstrating how an adversary can change
the security context of the whole transmit queue and trans-
mit the frames under an attacker-controlled security context.
Our evaluations reveal that all tested APs are vulnerable to
our security-context override attacks, i.e., an adversary can
force frames not yet in the queue to be encrypted using an
adversary-controlled security context (e.g., keys) thereby by-
passing encryption at the Wi-Fi layer.

Finally, we elaborate on the practical impact of intercept-
ing frames through several use cases such as hijacking TCP
connections, and intercepting client and web traffic. Through
this work, we highlight the complexity of the network stack
and the need for a defense-in-depth approach where the user-
space, kernel, firmware, and hardware all have to be transpar-
ent in terms of security context management. Since frames
can be queued at various layers in the network stack, each
layer must properly handle changes in the security context.
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Figure 1: Power-saving mechanisms enable a client station to
enter power-save mode. Until the client wakes up, the access
point will queue all bufferable frames destined for the client.

This complicates the analysis of systems since every layer
must be carefully inspected, which is non-trivial because the
behavior of one layer may influence the security of another.

Coordinated Disclosure We disclosed all identified vulner-
abilities to the affected vendors. An overview and timeline of
the disclosure process is available on our public repository.1

2 Background

In this section, we provide an overview of the power-saving
mechanism and Wi-Fi Management Frame Protection (MFP).

2.1 Wi-Fi Power-Saving Mechanisms
Power-save mechanisms have been part of the IEEE 802.11
standard since its first release in 1997. With the introduction
of the IEEE 802.11e amendment, defining Quality-of-Service
(QoS) enhancements for wireless LAN networks, the standard
adopted more advanced power-save mechanisms [23, §11.2].

2.1.1 Frame Queuing in the Wi-Fi Stack

For this paper, it is important to understand when and where
frames are queued (e.g., where in the network stack). In Fig-
ure 1, we illustrate a typical exchange of power-save messages
between a client station and an access point. At any moment
during the connection, the client station can indicate it will
enter power-save mode. In order to do so, the client can set
the power-bit in the IEEE 802.11 header frame format. When
the access point receives frames to transmit to the client, they
will be buffered in the kernel’s transmit queue until the client
wakes up (e.g., polls for data) or the frame’s lifetime gets ex-
ceeded (i.e., a frame is queued only for a maximum duration).

1https://github.com/domienschepers/wifi-framing

https://github.com/domienschepers/wifi-framing


How long frames can stay queued is considered beyond the
scope of the standard [23, §11.2.3.10]. At this point in time, all
the queued frames are stored in plaintext [23, Fig. 5-1 ]. Once
the client indicates it is waking up, the access point’s kernel
can dequeue all the buffered frames, apply any encryption
operations, and transmit them to the client station.

In addition to the transmit queue within the kernel, frames
can be queued by the hardware. This can be due to the need
to wait for access to the wireless channel or to allow for
retransmissions when the receiver did not acknowledge the
transmitted frame. Depending on the hardware capabilities
(e.g., support for hardware encryption) the queued frames
may be stored in plaintext or encrypted in hardware.

2.1.2 Bufferable Frames

While a client station is in power-save mode, the access point
will buffer its frames, however, not all frames are bufferable.
In order to standardize which frames are bufferable, the IEEE
802.11 standard defined a Bufferable Unit (BU). Bufferable
units are eligible to be queued using a power-saving mecha-
nism, while all others are to be delivered immediately.

Bufferable units include the MAC Service Data Unit
(MSDU), Aggregate MSDU (A-MSDU), and MAC Manage-
ment Protocol Data Unit (MMPDU). Since not all MMPDU
frames are bufferable, the standard defines a number of clas-
sifications [23, §11.2.2]. In one of its classifications, it is
defined that MMPDU Action frames (except for Fine Timing
Measurement frames), disassociation, and deauthentication
are bufferable:

An MMPDU that is carried in one or more Action
(except for Fine Timing Measurement frame and
Fine Timing Measurement Request frame), Disas-
sociation, or Deauthentication frame.

This clearly indicates not all frame types are bufferable,
with notable examples of non-bufferable frame types being
the authentication and association response messages. An im-
portant example of frame types that are eligible to be buffered
according to the standard are Security Association (SA) Query
messages. These messages are used to protect the SA under
Wi-Fi Management Frame Protection (MFP).

2.2 Wi-Fi Management Frame Protection
Wi-Fi Management Frame Protection (MFP) standardized
protection mechanisms for management frames including data
confidentiality, integrity, origin authenticity, and replay pro-
tection. Wi-Fi MFP is defined in the 802.11w amendment and
incorporated in the 2012 version of the 802.11 base standard.
The new protection mechanisms increase the security of ro-
bust management frames, which represent a subset of all man-
agement frames. Notable examples are robust action frames
(e.g., used for spectrum management) and (re)association and

deauthentication frames. With the new defenses, networks are
protected against a variety of known attacks that abuse man-
agement frames, for example, deauthentication attacks which
disconnect clients from the network [40]. The Wi-Fi Alliance
made Wi-Fi MFP mandatory in all its certification programs
since 2020 [16] and Wi-Fi Protected Access 3 (WPA3) [3],
though a backwards-compatible transition mode exist where
stations are capable of Wi-Fi MFP but do not yet require its
usage. As a result of these standardization efforts, researchers
observed a growing adoption of both WPA3 and MFP [39].

When Wi-Fi MFP is used between two capable stations,
selected managements frames, such as association and dis-
association frames, are protected under the current Security
Association (SA). The security association is a set of policies
and cryptographic keys used to protect information within
a connection and is stored by each party in the association.
When a station has an existing security association, then any
association frame will be temporarily rejected by the access
point to prevent denial-of-service attacks. Subsequently, the
access point will initiate the SA Query procedure to determine
whether the client still has an active security association with
the AP [23, §11.13]. In an SA Query procedure, the stations
exchange a protected query request and response. If the pro-
cedure succeeds, the security association is determined to still
be valid and the stations can safely continue using the associ-
ation. Consequently, unprotected association frames can be
safely discarded. If the procedure fails or times out, it indi-
cates there might be a mismatch in the association (e.g., due
to an unplanned reboot of the client station) and therefore the
security association can be torn down (i.e., the client station
can be disconnected from the network).

3 Leaking Frames from the Wi-Fi Queue

In this section, we study how access points behave when the
security context of queued frames changes. We first analyze
the standard and find that it does not explicitly define how to
handle changing security contexts. Based on this, we describe
a general attack strategy that forces an AP to queue frames
in order to subsequently change the security context and leak
the queued frames. We then analyze open-source network
stacks and provide instantiations of our strategy which causes
implementations to leak frames in plaintext, encrypt them
using the group key, or encrypt frames using an all-zero key.

3.1 Motivation: Under-Specified Standard
A Wi-Fi device cannot instantly transmit packets that arrive
from the upper layer, and in practice, frames will be queued
before transmission. For instance, they may be queued by the
hardware while the receiver is in power-save mode, while the
sender is waiting for available air time, or while frames are not
yet acknowledged and therefore may need to be retransmitted.
This raises an important question: how should a sender behave



if the security context changes between the time when a frame
was queued and the time where it is actually (re)transmitted?

To answer this question, we inspected the 802.11 standards
and found only indirect guidance on how a transmitter should
manage buffered frames. The standard mentions an aging
function to delete frames which have been buffered for an
excessive amount of time but does not define its precise behav-
ior: “The exact specification of the aging function is beyond
the scope of this standard” [23, §11.2.3.10]. Though there are
service specifications that assure a station should not send
frames in plaintext once encryption is enabled, we did not
find explicit instructions on how to handle changing security
contexts, nor that buffered frames should be removed (or tem-
porarily stored) when a device disconnects or reconnects to
the network. To analyze how devices implement edge cases
in practice, we investigate open-source operating systems and
hardware dongles with open-source drivers and firmware.

3.2 Threat Model
We consider an attacker with the goal of leaking frames from
the access point destined to a victim client station. The at-
tacker can inject and intercept frames and manipulate the
victim client’s security context, e.g., injecting unprotected
management frames such as authentication and association
frames. Furthermore, the attacker can tamper with the power-
save status of the victim client by spoofing frames that use
the power-save bit (e.g., an unprotected null-data frame). Typ-
ically, the attacker does not require knowledge of network
credentials and therefore is an outside threat. However, un-
der certain conditions, leaked frames are protected with the
network group key, in which case network credentials are
required to obtain the respective key.

3.3 General Attack Strategy and Methodology
The high-level strategy behind our transmit queue leak attack
relies on the observation that most Wi-Fi stacks do not ad-
equately dequeue or purge their transmit queues when the
security context changes. As an attacker, we can abuse this
behavior by spoofing certain management frames under the
MAC address of a victim client, thereby cleverly interfering
in the security context and power-save mechanism.

3.3.1 Attack Strategy

Consider a client who is connected to an access point with
power-management support. In Figure 2, we illustrate how
an attacker can trick a vulnerable access point into leaking
frames, destined for the victim client, from its transmit queues.

1. The attacker spoofs an unprotected power-save frame to
trick the access point into believing the victim client is
entering power-save mode. As a result, the access point
queues (i.e., buffers) all frames for the client until the
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Figure 2: An attacker can leak the queue of a vulnerable
access point by putting the client in power-save mode (Stage
1). The attacker then tricks the access point into removing
the pairwise key (Stage 2) using authentication or association
messages. Finally, the attacker wakes up the client causing
the access point to send frames without encryption (Stage 3).

client indicates it has left power-save mode. Importantly,
at this stage, all frames are queued in plaintext.

2. The attacker now aims to trick the access point into re-
moving the encryption keys of the victim client (i.e.,
the pairwise encryption key). While it may take cer-
tain creativity to achieve this goal, generally manage-
ment frames such as authentication and (re)association
requests will cause an access point to update its security
context. When successful, the access point no longer has
access to a pairwise encryption key for the victim client.

3. The attacker spoofs an unprotected wake-up frame to
trigger the access point into transmitting all the frames
queued for the client. Since the vulnerable access point
no longer has a pairwise encryption key for the client it
may resort to using no encryption (i.e., plaintext) or fall
back to the group-addressed encryption key.

As a result of the attack, anyone within the communication
range of the vulnerable access point can intercept the leaked
frames in plaintext or encrypted using the group-addressed
encryption key, depending on the respective implementation
of the stack (i.e., user-space daemon, kernel, driver, firmware).

3.3.2 Instantiating the Attack

In order to investigate whether such an attack is feasible in
practice, we audited open-source network stacks. This re-



vealed various implementation-specific behaviors that must
be taken into account when trying to successfully execute the
attack. For instance, the type of frame used in stage 2 to re-
move the pairwise key depends on the implementation being
targeted. Additionally, the frame can be leaked in plaintext,
may be encrypted using an all-zero key, can have a seemingly
valid encryption header while having plaintext content, may
be erroneously encrypted using WEP, and so on. This results
in various different instantiations of our attack strategy.

In the remainder of this section, we evaluate and discuss
open-source operating systems which support an operating
mode for access points with power-management support and
we evaluate hardware dongles that have open-source firmware.
Specifically, we evaluate FreeBSD 13.0 and 13.1, Linux 5.5.0
to 5.17.6, and hardware dongles with the Atheros AR9271
hardware chipset (ath9k_htc driver). Since operating systems
such as NetBSD do not offer power-management support (i.e.,
when operating as an access point) we did not analyze them.

3.4 Frame Leaks in FreeBSD
To begin our investigation we inspect if our attack is feasible
against access points operating on FreeBSD 13.0 and 13.1.
To fully understand the network stack and its behavior, we
inspect the kernel code as well as vendor-specific drivers. Our
investigation reveals two major issues in the kernel and drivers
that must be taken into account when instantiating our attack:

1. Drivers are often programmed to call upon default
functions in the FreeBSD kernel. For example, the
ieee80211_crypto_get_txkey() function is used to
select the encryption key. Interestingly, this function will
fall back on the group key if no pairwise key is available.
An attacker can exploit this behavior to force the vulner-
able access point into encrypting queued frames using
the group encryption key.

2. Modern devices are often capable of offloading encryp-
tion operations to hardware, including its key selection.
While specific implementations are therefore unavailable
for inspection, we find devices with hardware encryption
may fall back on plaintext or an all-zero encryption key.

We find that if the vendor-specific driver implementation
falls into one of these two categories, an attacker is able to
leak the queue in either plaintext or the group encryption key.

3.4.1 Instantiating the Attack

The resulting attack against FreeBSD access points closely
follows the attack strategy outlined in Section 3.3 and il-
lustrated in Figure 2. Specifically, the attacker has to use a
re-association request to trick the vulnerable access point into
removing the pairwise key of the victim client (Stage 2), but
the adversary needs to be aware that frames can also be leaked

Table 1: Queue leak vulnerabilities within FreeBSD where
Hardware Encryption (HWE) is enforced ( ) or optional (H#).

Ver. Vendor (Driver) Leakage HWE

13.0 Ralink (run) Plaintext  
13.1 Ralink (run) WEP with All-Zero Key  
13.1 Ralink (rum) CCMP with Group Key  
13.1 Realtek (rtwn) CCMP with Group Key H#

using the group key. Note that if the queue is leaked using the
group key, the attacker must have valid network credentials
in order to obtain the respective encryption key.

3.4.2 Evaluation

Whether an access point is vulnerable depends on its driver
implementation and therefore we evaluate a variety of dongles
using hardware by Ralink (run and rum drivers) and Real-
tek (rtwn driver). In Table 1, we present an overview of our
evaluation results. Note that certain drivers do not allow the
configuration of hardware encryption, that is, hardware en-
cryption is enforced (represented with ) or optional (H#). For
Ralink (run) we evaluated the ALFA Network AWUS036NH,
Belkin F5D8053 v3, and Linksys WUSB600N v1. For Ralink
(rum) we evaluated the Sitecom WL-172 v1. For Realtek
(rtwn) we evaluated the Edimax EW-7811Un v2, TP-Link
TL-WN722N v3, and TP-Link TL-WN725N v3.8.

We find that Ralink (rum) and Realtek (rtwn) call the vul-
nerable key selection function, and as a result, their queue is
leaked using the network’s group encryption key. However,
Ralink (run) does not call the kernel function. Instead, the
driver offloads both encryption and decryption of data frames
to its hardware and as a result, we are unable to inspect its
source code. However, from observing network traffic we
find the queue transmits frames in plaintext in FreeBSD 13.0,
thereby trivially leaking the frames. Specifically, we find the
encryption flag is set in the frame header, however, the en-
cryption operation is not performed before transmission. Fur-
thermore, against FreeBSD 13.1 we find the hardware falls
back to Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption using an
all-zero encryption key, thereby also leaking queued frames.

While we were unable to evaluate additional hardware, we
find drivers such as Atheros (ath driver) indirectly call the
vulnerable key selection function. Therefore, we conjecture
such devices also leak frames using the group encryption key.

3.5 Frame Leaks in Linux and Hardware

Our investigation reveals a number of attack variations against
access points on Linux. For each attack variation, the attacker
successfully leaks frames from the transmit queue in plaintext.



3.5.1 Leaks on Encrypted Links without Encryption Key

Earlier Linux kernel implementations did not drop data frames
when the encryption key was no longer available on encrypted
links. Instead, its data frames were transmitted in plaintext.
In a legitimate scenario, this may occur when the station
disconnects while there are still data frames in the transmit
queue of the access point. In order for this attack variant
to be successful, the access point must not be capable of
maintaining full client state (i.e., the hardware driver does not
support this feature). This applies to older Linux kernels (i.e.,
the mac80211 kernel module enables full access point client
state by default since Linux 4.5.0) and may apply to FullMAC
driver implementations (i.e., FullMAC drivers make use of
their own mac80211 module implementation). As a result of
not maintaining full client state, the user-space daemon (e.g.,
hostapd) will not delete the entire state of a client station
(including its transmit queue) upon receiving, for example, an
authentication request. An attacker can leverage this behavior
to delete the pairwise key and leak all frames from the transmit
queue in plaintext.

Attack Instantiation Consider a client connected to an ac-
cess point that does not maintain full client state. Similar to
the attack outline in Figure 2, an attacker can leverage this
behavior to leak frames from the transmit queue in plaintext.
After forcing the access point to buffer frames for the victim
client (Stage 1), the attacker transmits an authentication re-
quest. Since the access point does not maintain full client state,
the pairwise encryption key is now deleted without purging
the transmit queue (Stage 2). Finally, the attacker can send a
wake-up frame to initiate the dequeuing process (Stage 3) and
a vulnerable access point will leak all its frames in plaintext.

Evaluation We evaluated Linux 5.5.0 with the hostapd 2.9,
hostapd 2.10, and IWD 1.28 user space daemons and confirm
the attack is successful. In order to be successful against the
IWD implementation, a re-association request must be sent
(instead of the authentication request) to remove the pairwise
encryption key. From Linux 5.6.0 onward, data frames are
dropped by the kernel if no encryption key is available on
encrypted links, effectively preventing this attack method.

3.5.2 Leaks due to Race Conditions in Hardware

Finally, we identified two attack variations against Linux
when the encryption operations are offloaded to the hardware.
Specifically, we find race conditions in the (re)transmission
mechanisms that may cause frames to be leaked in plaintext.
We evaluated both attacks on Linux 5.8.0 using a TP-Link TL-
WN722N v1.10 dongle with an Atheros AR9271 hardware
chipset. Since the hardware has an open-source driver and
firmware code (ath9k_htc), we can inspect its implementation.

Retransmissions In this attack variation, we find frames
leak in plaintext after a number of retransmission attempts.
Consider a legitimate client which fails to acknowledge the
frame (e.g., due to frame collisions or poor radio channel con-
ditions), then the hardware will retransmit the frame. If these
retransmissions are unsuccessful the hardware will transmit
request-to-send frames, and if a clear-to-send frame is re-
ceived, queued frames are retransmitted once more. Note an
attacker can use commodity hardware to selectively jam [45]
the initial transmission to trigger retransmissions. Now con-
sider an attacker who transmits an authentication request
without sleep-bit to remove the pairwise key and wake up
the client. The initial transmission will use the appropriate
encryption as expected, however, after the request-to-send
procedure, the encryption key has been deleted causing the
final retransmission to be in plaintext.

Race Condition In this attack, the adversary transmits an
authentication request without sleep-bit. We observe a race
condition causing the encryption key to be deleted from hard-
ware, which is removed by writing to memory-mapped reg-
isters, while other state does not appear to get updated. As a
result, all the queued frames are transmitted in plaintext.

3.6 Defenses
The standard defines explicit procedures to follow up on the
receipt of management frames, for example, in [23, §11.3.4.3]
the procedure is given for processing an authentication frame.
However, the standard does not define any behavior for how
an access point should manage its transmit queues when the
security context changes. From our results, it becomes clear
such behavior must be defined. We identify two approaches
that can be used to secure the behavior of transmit queues:

1. Prior to the deletion of the pairwise encryption key,
the transmit queue must be dequeued regardless of the
power-save status of the receiving client station. That
is, the access point makes a final best-effort attempt to
deliver all frames stored in the transmit queue.

2. Prior to the deletion of the pairwise encryption key, the
transmit queue should be purged. That is, the access
point drops all frames stored in the transmit queue.

Then and only then can the pairwise encryption key be
deleted. Note these approaches cover the rekeying procedures
as well, i.e., delete an expired and install a fresh pairwise key.

4 Abusing the Queue for Network Disruptions

In addition to manipulating the security context to leak frames
from the queue, an access point can be tricked into enabling
its power-saving mechanisms for a victim client. That is,



since the power-bit in the header of a frame is unprotected, an
attacker can trivially enable power-saving mechanisms and
thereby selectively queue frames at the access point. Conse-
quently, client stations are vulnerable to disconnection and
denial-of-service attacks. While frames can be blocked using
other techniques, for example, jamming or a multi-channel
MitM, abusing the queue requires fewer resources. Perform-
ing a multi-channel MitM requires two wireless network
cards, while our attacks only require one. Similarly, jamming
requires more specialized hardware, while our attack can be
performed with any network card that supports frame injec-
tion. An adversary can also combine these jamming tech-
niques to improve the overall success rate of blocking frames.

4.1 Queueing of SA Query Requests
In our first attack abusing the transmit queue, we show how
the SA Query procedure (Section 2.2) can be exploited to dis-
connect a client from the network. Recall the standard defines
which management frames are bufferable and thus allowed
to be queued using a power-saving mechanism [23, §11.2.2]
(Section 2.1.2). SA Query request and response frames are
transmitted as robust (i.e., protected) Action frames [23,
§9.4.1.11]. However, the standard does not explicitly exclude
them from being bufferable (i.e., Action frames are bufferable
with certain exceptions). When a station queues either the
request or response message, it can cause a timeout on the
receiving end since it is a time-sensitive security procedure.
As a consequence the security association must be torn down,
effectively disconnecting the victim client from the network.
Given this behavior, access points are exposed to a novel
queue-based disconnection attack against its clients, even if
the network configuration enforces Wi-Fi MFP (e.g., WPA3).

4.1.1 Attack Outline

To demonstrate how the standard definition can be exploited,
we identified the following attack. Consider a victim client
which is connected to a vulnerable access point, where the
stations have agreed to enforce Wi-Fi MFP protection. In Fig-
ure 3, we demonstrate how an attacker can target a vulnerable
access point to disconnect the victim client in three stages.

1. The attacker spoofs an association request from the vic-
tim client, and sets the sleep-bit in the frame header. This
will mark the victim client as asleep, causing buffereable
frames to be queued at the access point. Since Wi-Fi
MFP is required, the association request is rejected.

2. As part of Wi-Fi MFP protection mechanisms, the access
point initiates the SA Query procedure. It transmits a
number of SA Query requests, which are now queued by
the kernel. As a result, the access point will never receive
a response and therefore the procedure will time out, and
now the daemon will allow new association requests.
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Figure 3: An attacker triggers the Security Association (SA)
Query procedure with an association request and marks the
victim client as asleep (Stage 1) causing SA Query requests to
be queued (Stage 2). After timeout, a new association request
will clear the pairwise key, disconnecting the client (Stage 3).

3. The attacker spoofs a second association request, which
is now allowed by the access point. As defined by the
association procedure, the access point now removes the
victim client’s pairwise encryption key.

Note the client silently discards all unsolicited association
responses. Furthermore, following the three stages, the access
point may start a new 4-way handshake procedure. However,
since the client still has its pairwise keys installed, it will re-
spond with encrypted handshake messages. The access point
can not read these messages since it previously removed the
pairwise encryption key. As a result the handshake will fail,
effectively disconnecting the victim client and access point.

4.1.2 Evaluation

We evaluated Linux 5.17.6 with the hostapd 2.10 user space
daemon and confirm the attack is successful, independently of
hardware encryption and thus the hardware used by the access
point. Furthermore, the attack is successful against Apple’s
iOS 15.5 and macOS 12.4 when operating as an access point
(e.g., “Personal Hotspot” on iOS). Note the attack could not be
tested against Android since its hotspot does not yet support
clients which require Wi-Fi MFP protection.

4.1.3 Discussion

The standard specifies SA Query procedures for Sub 1 GHz
(S1G) stations which enter power save mode [23, §11.13].



The operation of S1G stations, defined in the IEEE 802.11ah
amendment, enable communication on a longer range with
lower energy consumption [42]. As such, it serves a great pur-
pose for large sensor networks, internet-of-things applications,
and smart cities [24]. According to the SA Query procedures,
the S1G station must wake up within a duration that is not
larger than some predefined maximum timeout interval, other-
wise the security association can be torn down. Interestingly,
the standard does not define behavior for stations operating
on the more commonly-used 2.4 and 5 GHz band. Regardless,
with the defined procedures, stations remain vulnerable to
our attack. Consider a legitimate client which is asleep, an
attacker can simply spoof a wake-up frame to dequeue the
requests. No valid responses will be sent since these will not
be received by the client, resulting in the teardown of the SA.

As such, our attack exposes shortcomings in the standard.
We hypothesise that, in order to prevent such an attack, it is
necessary to (1) authenticate the sleep-bit and polling frames,
preventing that an attacker is capable of manipulating the state
of the queue, and (2) a sleeping client must always poll the
access point within the predefined maximum timeout interval,
ensuring buffered SA Query requests are received in time.
Until then stations remain vulnerable to our SA Query attack.

4.2 Queueing of Wi-Fi FTM Requests
Wi-Fi Fine Timing Measurement (FTM), defined in IEEE
802.11mc and incorporated in IEEE 802.11-2016, is used to
measure the physical distance between two stations. The pro-
tocol makes use of round-trip time-of-flight measurements,
and allows for meter-level ranging accuracy in low-multipath
environments [10, 22, 40]. The IEEE 802.11 standard defines
that Wi-Fi FTM frames are not bufferable, and are to be de-
livered without reference to a power-saving mechanism [23,
§11.2.2] (Section 2.1.2). That is, even though Wi-Fi FTM
frames are constructed as an action frame, they are explic-
itly listed as an exception of bufferable frames. In practice,
the queuing mechanism affects only the Wi-Fi FTM Request
frame, which is transmitted by a station to initiate the distance
measurement session with another capable device. The Wi-Fi
FTM Response frames, which are responsible for measuring
the round-trip time-of-flight, are processed by the firmware.
That is, any critical time-sensitive operation is performed
on the hardware device and therefore not affected by power-
saving mechanisms. Nonetheless, when a request is queued,
the station will not initiate a new distance measurement ses-
sion. This behavior may expose clients to potentially (security-
sensitive) distance measurement disruptions.

Attack Outline Consider the scenario where a client station
is connected to a network and needs to regularly report its
physical distance to an access point in a geo-fencing context
(an example application provided by the Wi-Fi Alliance [4]).
At any point, the attacker can spoof a frame towards the ac-
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Figure 4: An attacker can spoof messages which set a victim
client to be asleep (Stage 1) causing the first 4-Way Hand-
shake message to be queued (Stage 2). After not receiving the
message the victim client timeouts and disconnects (Stage 3).

cess point indicating the client is entering power-save mode.
Consequently, the measurement session will not be initiated
because its requests are queued by the kernel. This may result
in a timeout on the higher-layer application (e.g., wireless dae-
mon) which in turn could trigger the access point to remove
the victim from the geo-fenced area (i.e., the access point con-
cludes the client is irresponsive and has left the geo-fenced
area), or disconnect the client from the network altogether.

Evaluation We evaluated Linux 5.17.6 with a custom-built
application to initiate distance measurement sessions, and find
the kernel buffers Wi-Fi FTM frames in practice. Since Wi-Fi
FTM applications are most often deployed on Linux-based
systems [41], we conjecture they may all be vulnerable.

4.3 Queueing of 4-Way Handshake Messages
In addition to action frames targeted before, an attacker can
force data frames to be queued. When targeting messages in
the 4-way handshake, that is, during a connection procedure, it
can trivially lead to a queuing-based denial-of-service attack.
Since this attack targets the 4-way handshake, it is effective
against any type of network configuration (e.g., WPA3).

4.3.1 Attack Outline

Consider a victim client which is connecting to a vulnerable
access point. In Figure 4, we demonstrate how an attacker can
target a vulnerable access point to prevent the victim client
from connecting in three stages.

1. After the association procedure, the attacker spoofs a
null-frame, and sets the sleep-bit in the frame header.



This causes the kernel to mark the victim client as asleep.

2. The vulnerable access point will now queue all buffer-
able frames, including the first 4-way handshake mes-
sage (which is sent as a data frame). This behavior leads
to a handshake timeout at both the access point and vic-
tim client, since the handshake messages are never sent.

3. The victim client expects the first 4-way handshake mes-
sage, however never receives any. Consequently, a time-
out will abort the handshake procedure causing the vic-
tim client to send a deauthentication message.

Since the access point is still buffering frames, its deauthen-
tication message is not transmitted to the victim client either.
Consequently, the client will time out and disconnect from the
network. Following the three stages, the stations may restart
the connection procedures if they are configured as such.

4.3.2 Evaluation

We evaluated Linux 5.17.6 with the hostapd 2.10 and IWD
1.28 user space daemons and confirm the attack is successful.
Furthermore, the attack is successful against Apple’s iOS
15.5 and macOS 12.4 when operating as an access point (e.g.,
“Personal Hotspot” on iOS), as well as hotspots on Android
12 and Android 13 beta (i.e., “Wi-Fi hotspot”).

5 Overriding the Victim’s Security Context

In this section, we show how to fully control the security con-
text that an AP uses to protect frames sent toward a victim.
First, the adversary connects to the AP and negotiates a new
security context. Then, the AP is tricked into associating the
now attacker-controlled security context with frames belong-
ing to a victim. As a result, the adversary can decrypt frames
meant for the victim. This attack abuses design flaws in how
a security context is associated with outgoing frames and is
exploitable in hotspot-like networks.

5.1 Threat Model
In this section, the attacker’s goal is to make the AP transmit
frames under a security context controlled by the adversary. In
order for the adversary to create a security context on the AP,
they must be able to successfully connect to the AP. Therefore,
we will target hotspot-like networks where users distrust each
other and for which the adversary possesses valid credentials.
An example of such networks are enterprise Wi-Fi networks
such as eduroam, or Wi-Fi Passpoint networks where users
can, for instance, authenticate using their mobile SIM card [2].
Another example is WPA3’s new SAE-PK networks, which
are hotspots where users can connect using a pre-shared pass-
word, but an adversary cannot use this password to create
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Figure 5: Illustration of the security context overriding attack.

rogue clones of the network [50]. We assume that these net-
works are configured to disallow client-to-client communica-
tion, which prevents one client from intercepting the traffic
of another client by establishing Machine-in-the-Middle posi-
tions using techniques such as ARP poisoning [31].

5.2 Overriding a Client’s Security Context
When an AP transmits a frame, the corresponding security
context is looked up based on the sender’s MAC address and
the frame’s destination. This assures that the correct session
keys are used to send frames to each client and that the group
key is used to protect broadcast and multicast frames. How-
ever, if an attacker can override the security context that the
AP associates to a particular destination MAC address, frames
(not yet) in the transmit queue will be protected using this
attacker-controlled security context.

Attack Description. The adversary can override a security
context that the AP associates with a client by spoofing the
MAC address of the client and then connecting to the AP.
This causes the AP to encrypt traffic towards this client using
session keys that the adversary possesses. In Figure 5, we
illustrate the individual stages behind this attack:

1. We assume the victim is currently connected to the AP
and is about to receive a frame that the adversary wants
to intercept. For instance, the victim may send an HTTP
request without using TLS, and the adversary wants to
intercept the HTTP response. Note that traffic analysis
techniques [29, 35] can be used to detect requests for
which the adversary wants to intercept the response.

2. Before the client receives the response, the adversary
spoofs the victim’s MAC address and connects to the AP
using its own credentials (e.g., its personal credentials
in WPA2 or WPA3 enterprise networks). As a result, the



adversary overwrites the security context that the AP
associates with the MAC address of the victim with the
security context controlled by the adversary.

3. The AP now sends frames to the victim’s MAC address
under the security context of the attacker. In other words,
packets intended for the victim, such as HTTP responses,
are now encrypted by keys that the adversary possesses.

Since packets intended for the victim are now encrypted using
keys that the adversary possesses, the adversary can trivially
decrypt them. That is, we can bypass encryption at the Wi-Fi
layer. Note that even if the response is encrypted at a higher
layer using a protocol such as TLS, our attack will still leak
the IP addresses that the victim is connecting to. In Section 6,
we further discuss the impact of intercepting responses in this
manner and we will also demonstrate how this enables an
adversary to subsequently inject data towards a victim.

A precondition of our attack is that the adversary must be
able to connect under the MAC address of the victim, which is
why we target hotspot-like networks. This also implies that the
legitimate client must first be disconnected from the network.
When MFP is not used, this can be accomplished by spoofing
deauthentication frames. In case the victim is using MFP,
prior work has shown that implementation vulnerabilities can
usually still be abused to disconnect clients [40]. Moreover,
in Section 5.3, we show how to perform our attack without
having to first disconnect the victim, meaning the attack can
be performed whether or not MFP is being used.

One practical limitation of the attack is that it might take a
substantial amount of time for the adversary to connect with
the AP in stage 2 of the attack, causing the response to be
missed (Figure 5). For instance, when authenticating using
EAP-based protocols, a remote RADIUS server is typically
used to authenticate the client, and communicating with this
server may incur high delays. If the response that we want
to intercept is sent over TCP this is no issue: the sender will
automatically retransmit it when not acknowledged. However,
for protocols such as UDP, this may be problematic, as the
response may be missed. To overcome this limitation, we will
discuss fast (re)connection techniques in Section 5.3.

Our attack is independent of the authentication and encryp-
tion scheme used, with the main precondition being that the
adversary must possess credentials to connect to the hotspot-
like network. In particular, the attack works against both
WPA2 and WPA3 independent of their precise settings.

Experiments We evaluated our security context overriding
attacks against professional and home APs that support en-
terprise WPA2 or WPA3, i.e., authentication using 802.1X.
We force the victim to send a UDP packet to our server and
our server echoes this packet back. The attack was considered
successful if the adversary was able to intercept the UDP
response. Table 2 lists the devices that we tested, where our
attack was successful against all devices. Especially relevant

Table 2: Overview of APs tested against Security Context
Overriding (SCO) and Fast Reconnect (FR) attacks. Devices
behaved the same when configured using WPA2 or WPA3.

Hardware Software SCO FR

LANCOM LN-1700 10.42.0255   
Aruba AP-305/7008 ArubaOS 8.4.0.0   
Cisco Catalyst 9130 IOS XE 17.2.1.11  #
Hostapd on Linux Version 2.10   

Asus RT-AC51U 3.0.0.4.380_8591  #
D-Link DIR-853 ET853pnp-1.05-b55 1  —
D-Link DIR-853 OpenWRT 22.03   

Cisco WAG320N V1.00.08  —
Asus RT-N10 Tomato 1.28  —
1 This software did not support 802.1X or SAE-PK mean-

ing fast reconnect attacks could not be tested. Overriding
attacks were simulated using a pre-shared password.

are professional APs (the first four APs in Table 2) as these
are more commonly used in hotspot-like networks such as
eduroam or Passpoint. We also tested the open-source hostapd
daemon, which is internally used in some professional APs,
when running on top Linux kernel 5.18.1 on Arch Linux.

5.3 Fast (Re)Connection Attack

Our default attack is limited by how fast the adversary can
connect with the AP to override the victim’s security con-
text. However, the 802.11 standard provides several methods
to cache a security association and resume it later without
having to perform a full handshake. The oldest such method
is Pairwise Master Key (PMK) caching. When using PMK
caching, the AP will store the negotiated PMK that resulted
from the 802.1X or SAE-PK authentication. A PMK Identi-
fier (PMKID) is used to refer to this security association.

Attack Description We assume the network consists of at
least two different Basic Service Set Identifiers (BSSIDs). In
other words, we assume that the network is broadcast by at
least two APs, or by a single AP on two or more channels.
Figure 6 illustrates the attack:

1. The adversary first spoofs the MAC address of the victim
and uses their own credentials to connect with AP1 of
the network. AP1 will cache the PMK that has been ne-
gotiated during the (often slow) 802.1X authentication.

2. The victim connects with AP2, which caches the PMK
that the client negotiates during its 802.1X handshake.
Most APs only store one cached PMK for every client
MAC address. It is therefore important that the victim
does not connect to the same AP as the adversary, as
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Figure 6: Fast security context overriding attack where the
attacker first creates a cached PMK with AP1. After the victim
connects to AP2 and sends a request, the attacker reconnects
with AP1 using the cached PMK. The two APs can also be
different BSSIDs, on different channels, hosted by a single AP.

otherwise the cached PMK of the adversary will be over-
written. After connecting, the victim will send a request
to a server of which we want to intercept the response.

3. To intercept the response of the server, the adversary
uses the cached PMK to reconnect to AP1. This is ac-
complished by including the PMKID in the association
request. Because the cached PMK is (still) available
on AP1, 802.1X authentication can be skipped, and the
4-way handshake can immediately be performed to ne-
gotiate session keys. Once connected, the response will
be sent by AP1 to the adversary.

Notice that the victim transmitted the request through AP2,
but the response was sent by AP1 to the adversary. This is
possible because both APs are connected to the same distri-
bution system, i.e., to the same back-end network. In general,
the AP with which the client last authenticated will be the AP
that transmits the response to the client.

In this variant of the attack, it is not required to disconnect
the victim from the network. The distribution system will
forward all traffic to the latest AP with which the client’s
MAC address was last authenticated. As a result, the attack
works even when the victim remains connected to another AP,
meaning the usage of MFP has no impact on the attack.

Experiments We tested the attack against three professional
APs and hostapd (see Table 2). The open-source hostapd AP
was configured to broadcast two BSSIDs using two wireless
network cards. The LANCOM and Cisco Catalyst consist of
one physical device that can broadcast multiple BSSIDs on
different channels. The Aruba setup consists of an Aruba 7008
Mobility Controller that was managing two physically sepa-
rate Aruba AP-305 access points. The attack failed against the
Cisco device because the cached PMK was shared between
both BSSIDs, meaning the victim overwrites the cached PMK
of the adversary. The attack was successful against the LAN-
COM, Aruba, and Hostapd setup.

We also tested home routers against our attack. The older
WAG320N and RT-N10 are not affected because they can
broadcast only one BSSID on a single channel. The default
firmware of the DIR-853 did not support 802.1X authenti-
cation and did not support SAE-PK. As a result, we could
only test the RT-AC5U, and the DIR-853 when flashed with
OpenWRT. On OpenWRT, we enabled RSN preauthentica-
tion to simulate a hotspot that was optimized to efficiently
handle roaming clients. We observed that the RT-AC5U did
not support PMK caching, causing the fast reconnect attack
to fail. However, the attack was successful against OpenWRT.

We evaluated the connection time by performing 100 fast
reconnections in the 5 GHz band with our LANCOM and
Aruba APs. With LANCOM the average reconnect time was
19.65 ms with a standard deviation of 3.72 and a minimum
of 12.36 ms. This can be optimized by speeding up the cre-
ation of message 2 of the 4-way handshake, as this took on
average 5.73 ms. With Aruba, the average connect time was
24.51 ms with a standard deviation of 5.27 and a minimum of
12.76 ms. As reference, the average latency for transatlantic
connections is 70.78 ms, and for connections within Europe
this is 13.30 ms [49]. Since an adversary can usually repeat
the attack until it is fast enough, this indicates most responses
sent over the Internet can be intercepted on time.

5.4 Defenses

To mitigate attacks against hotspot-like networks, an AP can
temporarily prevent clients from connecting if they are using
a MAC address that was recently connected to the AP. This
prevents an adversary from spoofing a MAC address and inter-
cepting pending or queued frames towards a victim. When it
can be guaranteed that the user behind a MAC address has not
changed, the client can be allowed to immediately reconnect.
Note that this check must be done over all APs that are part
of the same distribution system.

To securely recognize recently-connected users, an AP can
store a mapping between a client’s MAC address and their
cached security associations (e.g., their cached PMK). A client
is allowed to immediately (re)connect under a recently-used
MAC address by proving that they posses their cached security
association, e.g., by connecting using the correct cached PMK.



Another method to securely recognize recently-connected
users is based on the EAP identity they used during 802.1X
authentication. An AP can securely learn the EAP identity
from the RADIUS server that authenticated the client [37],
and can keep a mapping of recently connected MAC addresses
and their corresponding EAP identity. When a client connects,
the AP checks whether its MAC address was recently used. If
it is not, or if it is and the client is using the same EAP identity
as before, the client can connect as normal. However, if the
same MAC address is used under a different EAP identity, the
client is forced to wait a predefined amount of time before
being able to successfully connect.

The above defenses assume that, after a certain delay, no
more pending packets will arrive for the victim. To prevent
leaks beyond this delay, clients can use end-to-end encryption,
such as TLS, with the services they communicate with.

6 Discussion on Impact and Lessons Learned

In this section, we discuss the practical impact of our attacks,
lessons learned and summarize the fundamental changes
needed in the standard to improve security.

6.1 Practical Impact
To demonstrate the practical impact of our attacks, we discuss
possible consequences of intercepting frames towards a client.

6.1.1 Hijacking TCP Connections

In the security context overriding attack (Section 5), the ad-
versary will receive frames that are part of TCP connections
that the victim previously initiated. The adversary can ac-
knowledge these incoming TCP packets in order to receive
all pending data that the server is trying to send to the client.
Moreover, these leaked TCP packets reveal the sequence num-
bers being used, which can be exploited to hijack the TCP
connection and inject data to either the client or server. An ad-
versary can use their own Internet-connected server to inject
data into this TCP connection by injecting off-path TCP pack-
ets with a spoofed sender IP address [13, 27]. This can, for
instance, be abused to send malicious JavaScript code to the
victim in plaintext HTTP connections with as goal to exploit
vulnerabilities in the client’s browser.

To spoof TCP responses toward the client after learning
the TCP sequence numbers, the client must reconnect to the
AP and must do so before it closes the TCP connection. To
assure this, the adversary can send a deauthentication frame
to the client with a disconnection reason “class 2 frame from
non-authenticated station” after performing the attack. Exper-
iments indicated that this causes Linux, Windows, and iOS
to reconnect to the AP in less than half a second. Android
reconnected in less than 3.5 seconds, which is fast enough to
subsequently inject data into active TCP connections.

6.1.2 Intercepting Client Traffic

An adversary can use the identified vulnerabilities to learn the
port and transaction identifier that a client is using in DNS
requests, which in turn can be abused to spoof DNS responses
and intercept most traffic sent by the victim. To perform this
attack, the adversary uses our discovered vulnerabilities to
intercept a real DNS response towards the victim. If the victim
is using encrypted DNS, the adversary can try to block these
connections to induce the victim into falling back to plaintext
DNS over UDP. Packets can be blocked using methods from
Section 4 or by using a multi-channel MitM position [43, 45].

Once the adversary intercepted the DNS response, the ran-
dom client port and transaction identifier can be extracted.
With this information, the adversary can send spoofed DNS
responses from their own server on the Internet toward the
victim. Note that packet-in-packet routing protocols can be
exploited to easily spoof the source IP address of this DNS
response [27]. Against Linux, Windows, and iOS, the random
port and transaction identifier remain valid for at least 6 sec-
onds, which is long enough for the victim to reconnect to the
AP and for the attacker to spoof the DNS response. When
testing Android using a Pixel 4 XL the random port and trans-
action identifier remain valid for 5 seconds. All combined,
this provides sufficient time for the adversary to induce the
victim to reconnect and inject the spoofed DNS response.

6.1.3 Intercepting Web Traffic

Using our attacks we can intercept any packet that is sent
towards a client. This enables various attacks, with a notable
use-case of intercepting web traffic. For instance, if the vic-
tim visits plaintext HTTP websites, the attacker can steal the
victim’s cookies. Although the adoption of HTTPS keeps
growing [18], roughly 10% of website visits still occur over
plaintext connections.2 An attacker can also intercept traffic
to local intranet websites, which may more often use plaintext
HTTP. When the victim uses higher-layer encryption proto-
cols such as TLS, the adversary still learns the IP addresses
that a victim connects to. We conjecture this can be combined
with new traffic analysis techniques, e.g., variations of [29],
to learn the website and webpage that a victim is visiting.

6.2 Lessons Learned

We believe the root cause of the identified issues is that the
standard is not sufficiently explicit in handling security con-
text changes. In Table 3, we provide an overview of our at-
tacks and their properties: whether we leak or block frames,
whether it requires abusing the sleep-bit, and whether the at-
tacker is an insider or outsider. Most notably, an adversary can
leak a victim’s frames by manipulating the security context of

2See https://transparencyreport.google.com/https/overview
for weekly statistics on HTTPS adaption as measured by Google.

https://transparencyreport.google.com/https/overview


Table 3: Properties of our attacks. The columns represent
whether the targeted frame is already enqueued or still in-
coming, the goal of the attack, whether the attack relies on
spoofing the sleep-bit, the type of attacker, and the last column
contains the sections describing the corresponding attack(s).

Frame Location Goal Sleep Attacker Section(s)

Enqueued Leak  Outsider 3.3, 3.4
Enqueued Leak  Mixed 3.5.1
Enqueued Leak # Outsider 3.5.2
Enqueued Block  Outsider 4.1, 4.2, 4.3
Incoming Leak # Insider 5.2, 5.3

(en)queued frames. While upper-layer security mechanisms
such as TLS and HTTPS can limit the risks caused by leaking
Wi-Fi frames, our attacks would, for example, leak the IP ad-
dresses a client is communicating with, which can reveal sen-
sitive or personal information. For instance, an IP address can
often reveal the website that a victim is visiting [32]. Further-
more, we consider it important to include queues and security
context updates in formal models of WPA2. For instance, a
recent security proof of WPA2 models transmission queues
where the transmission key may get updated before a frame is
dequeued and transmitted [14]. However, they did not model
the removal of the transmission key during a disconnection,
meaning their model would not discover our attacks.

7 Related Work

A variety of implementation and design flaws were identified
in the 802.11 standard. The works that come closest to ours
are the FragAttacks [44] and the Kr00k vulnerabilities [34].
FragAttacks demonstrated three fundamental design flaws in-
volving frame fragmentation and aggregation features, as well
as various implementation flaws. Specifically, they showed
how receivers i) can be tricked into processing the encrypted
transported data (lack of authentication of the is aggregated
flag), ii) reassemble fragments that were decrypted using dif-
ferent keys, and iii) are not required to delete fragments from
the receive queue once a client disconnects leading to the
possibility to inject forged packets. All these vulnerabilities
are caused by flaws in how received frames are processed. In
contrast, this paper focuses on vulnerabilities related to frame
transmission. The Kr00k vulnerabilities allowed an attacker
to decrypt data frames by forcing a devices hardware chip to
encrypt frames with an all-zero encryption key. The vulnera-
bilities were based on the key reinstallation attacks [46, 47]
that demonstrated the ability of an attacker to trick a victim
into reinstalling an already-in-use key by exploiting the 4-
way handshake messages. In this paper, we leverage the entire
network stack and use power-save mechanisms to force multi-
ple data frames into both the software and hardware transmit

queue. These frames are then leaked in plaintext or under the
group or an all-zero encryption key. Researchers have also
demonstrated downgrade and denial-of-service attacks in the
Dragonfly handshake of WPA3 [15, 48]. These flaws allowed
an attacker to recover the password of the wireless network
even if configured with WPA3. Furthermore, researchers ana-
lyzed the security of enterprise networks and identified several
weaknesses [9, 36], for example, widespread security issues
due to evil twin attacks [6] and poor configurations [5, 21].

Denial-of-service attacks against Wi-Fi networks are ubiq-
uitous [8, 19, 26], have existed since the first version of the
4-way handshake [20,30], and even affect WPA3 [12,28]. Fur-
thermore, denial-of-service attacks may target channel switch-
ing mechanisms [25] or jam the physical-layer [7, 11, 33].
Even though Wi-Fi Management Frame Protection (MFP)
protects against forged deauthentications, numerous attacks
remained present in practice [40]. In this paper, we presented
novel queue-based disconnection attacks targeting Security
Association (SA) Query requests and 4-way handshake mes-
sages. Unlike [1, 17], our attack does not require an attacker
to jam the wireless channel to cause a SA Query procedure
timeout. In addition to denial-of-service attacks disrupting the
connection, our attacks can cause disruptions in time-sensitive
operations such as Wi-Fi Fine Timing Measurement (FTM).
Our queue-based disruption attacks, targeting measurement
requests, extend the FTM vulnerabilities identified in [38,41].

8 Conclusion

In this work we provided a rigorous analysis of how the se-
curity context is managed when Wi-Fi devices buffer frames
across various layers of their network stack before transmis-
sion. Primarily, we discovered that modern operating systems
and devices fail to manage the security context of their trans-
mit queues in a secure manner thereby allowing an adversary
to intercept frames. Furthermore, we showed how an adver-
sary can abuse transmit queues to execute denial-of-service
attacks such as forcing a client to disconnect even when they
use management frame protection. We then explored the fea-
sibility for an attacker to manipulate and control the security
context of yet to be queued frames resulting in an adver-
sary forcing vulnerable access points to encrypt frames using
adversary-controlled secrets leading to a complete by-pass
of higher-layer encryption. Altogether our work highlights
the need for the standard to consider queuing mechanisms
under a changing security context. Finally, we published our
proof-of-concept code to the broader research community
after completion of the responsible disclosure process.
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